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Adulthood and Aging  SESP 203  Spring, 2017, Monday & Wednesday,  12:30PM – 1:50 PM 

Prof. Regina Lopata Logan, PhD.  

Office: Annenberg Hall, Room 216; Email: rlogan@northwestern.edu   

Cell: 847-436-4011  

Office Hours: M & W: 2PM – 3PM or by appointment (preferred) 

TA: Ryan Svoboda 

Office: Annenberg Hall, Room 106; 

Email: rsvoboda@u.northwestern.edu 

Office Hours: T & Th:11AM – 12PM or by appointment 

 

          Course Description     

This course is taught from the life span perspective, which assumes that development is not 

completed with adolescence but continues throughout all of life.  We also assume that race, 

ethnicity, class and gender affect development. The topics covered will help you understand the 

major developmental issues of adulthood, from the age you are now through middle and old age and 

to the end of life.  

 

Course Objectives 

1. to understand Paul Baltes’ theory of life span perspective and major controversies in human 

development 

2. to understand Erik Erikson’s model of psychosocial development, focusing on adulthood stages 

3. to understand Urie Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model of human development 

4. to understand the major life events and life tasks in adulthood 

5. to understand the effects of social identities on development 

6. to become familiar with and conduct empirical research 

 

          Learning Objectives 

1. to analyze adult development from the life span perspective 

2. to critically evaluate stage theory and other models, theories, and research related to adult 

development 

3. to complete standardized measures of personality and other psychological constructs and to be 

able to critique them 

4. to engage in meaningful dialogue about how race, class, and gender affect development from a 

personal perspective as well as from an empirical perspective and to be able to reflect on multiple 

points of view 

4. to write an empirical research paper, including data collection and non-statistical analysis of 

findings, using APA style and the conventions of social science research reports 

5. to be able to apply theory to “real life” 

 

Readings and Materials 

• articles on Canvas  

• several psychological measures  

 

Teaching Methods, Philosophy and General Expectations 

The focus of this course is the application of theory to real life. Although I will give weekly lectures, 

my teaching methods include discussion and interactive exercises.  You’ll conduct surveys and 

mailto:rlogan@northwestern.edu
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interviews, complete personality and other measures (questionnaires), have a panel presentation, go 

on a field trip, watch videos, and listen to specialists present guest lectures.  In order for you to 

succeed, you must come to class and you must be prepared.  I expect you to read what is assigned for 

every class and complete any required measures in advance of the class for which the readings 

and/or other homework are assigned. There are both required and recommended readings and 

activities.  To excel in this course, in addition to the required assignments, you are encouraged to 

complete all that is recommended. 

 

                                              Evaluations and Grading      

There is one take home exam in two parts, one application/research paper, and a final project, 

consisting of an interview and case study analysis. The final project serves as a cumulative final 

exam. If you turn in an exam or application paper late, your work will be graded down one half 

grade per day late.  However, an unexcused absence on the day the exam or paper is due will 

result in your exam or paper being graded down one full grade per day (or portion of a day) 

late. The only acceptable excuses for a late exam/paper or absence on the day the exam or paper is 

due are illness or family emergency.  I reserve the right to ask for verification. As mentioned above, 

attendance and active participation are required and will make a difference in your final grade. 

Besides, we’ll have fun in class and you won’t want to miss it! 

 

NOTE: FINAL PAPER MAY NOT BE LATE.  NO EXCUSES. 

 

Exam: 25% 

This is a take home exam, divided into two parts.  Part one covers material in classes #1 through #5 

which focus on theories of human development and research design. Part two covers material in 

classes #6 through #9 which focus on personality, identity, intersectionality, and emerging 

adulthood. 

 

Empirical Research paper: 25%   

There is one empirical paper researching midlife adults (6-8 pages). You will either survey or 

interview middle-aged adults (aged 40s-60s) and relate the data you collect to established research 

findings and theories, using the textbook, articles and websites from class, guest speakers, class 

discussion, and lecture. For your background/literature review, use the literature (articles) we’ve 

read for class supplemented by additional articles you search for. I will provide you with a rubric and 

format for this paper.  The application paper must be turned in at the beginning of class on the due 

date or it will be graded down, as noted above. 

  

Suggested topic areas Please contact me (last name: A-L) or Ryan (last name M-Z) to approve your 

topic (see below for more.)  I encourage you to write about something that really interests you.  

Think about adding race, ethnicity, gender, and/or sexual orientation issues to your topic. Have a 

good time with this! 

• Ideas for midlife paper topics: midlife parenting; mentoring in work or volunteering; empty 

nest; sandwich generation; midlife career issues; midlife transition/ “crisis”; divorce; Third Age; 

midlife widowhood. Think of your parents and their friends: what issues might they be facing 

now as they navigate the years from 40s-60s? Note: you are NOT limited to these topics, as 

long as your paper incorporates readings from class.  Just be sure to check out your topic 

with me or Ryan. 
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Class participation: 10% 

Attend class, ask cogent questions, engage in discussions. Participate in a meaningful way.  This 

means you will have to do the readings for each class prior to that class.  Regular attendance, 

punctual arrival, and active participation in the course will result in the most successful outcomes. 

Attendance will be taken at each class. Please note there are at least three opportunities to receive 

extra credit toward your participation grade.  These opportunities are described in the syllabus or 

will be announced in class.  If you expect to miss a class, please email Ryan and me prior to your 

absence and explain the situation.  

 

Participation assessment guidelines: 

 Outstanding Contributor:  Contributions in class reflect exceptional preparation.  Ideas 

offered are substantive, provide major insights, and help direct the discussion.  Student is eager to 

volunteer, interacts and negotiates with other students, always goes beyond what is expected, and is 

always well -prepared.  

 

 Good Contributor:  Contributions reflect thorough preparation. Ideas offered are usually 

substantive, provide good insights, and sometimes direction for the class.   Student is attentive, 

responsive, and goes beyond what is required, if not always successfully.  Is almost always well-

prepared. Contributes to both large and small group discussions. 

 

 Adequate Contributor:  Contributions in class reflect satisfactory preparation, but waits to 

be called upon.    

 

 Non-Participant:  This person says little or nothing in class and contributes minimally.  

There is little effort to participate; the responses are generally incorrect and reflect little preparation.  

 

 Unsatisfactory Contributor:  Contributions in class reflect inadequate preparation, erratic 

oral and written performance.  Contributes nothing to the class as a whole. 

 

Final exam/project: 40% 

You will audio record an interview and write a case study of an older adult (at least age 70).  Your 

subject may be a family member (grandparents are great), friend, or acquaintance. Since this paper is 

the equivalent of a comprehensive final, you should discuss the concepts that we have studied 

throughout the course. You will have to develop an interview protocol (questionnaire) to hand in. 

The interview has to cover the questions you intend to ask (opening questions, follow-up questions, 

probes, etc.) I will provide you with some areas to consider as you develop your protocol.  Be sure to 

include your respondent’s (interviewee’s) perspective on how race, class, and gender have affected 

his/her development. You will also have some time in class to go over the protocols as a group. Your 

case study will be analyzed in a final paper (15-20 pages, double-spaced, font 12).  More directions 

for this assignment will be handed out later in the quarter. 

 

Academic Integrity  

Students in this course are required to comply with the policies found in the booklet, Academic 

Integrity at Northwestern University: A Basic Guide.  All papers submitted for credit in this course 

must be submitted electronically for review to Turnitin (on Canvas course site) unless I tell you 
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otherwise.  Your written work may be tested for plagiarized content.  For details regarding academic 

integrity at Northwestern or to download the guide, visit: 

http://www.northwestern.edu/provost/policies/academic-integrity/index.html. 

 

ANU: Accessibility for all students 

Any student with a disability requesting accommodations must register with Accessible NU 

(accessiblenu@northwestern.edu; 847-467-5530) and request an ANU accommodation notification 

for his/her professor, preferably within the first two weeks of class.  All information will remain 

confidential. 

 

OVERVIEW 

 

Class 1   Introductions & Expectations 

Mon., 3/27 

   

Focus Questions: What is development? What made you the person you are?  

 

Class 2  Studying Development: Race, Class & Gender 

Weds., 3/29 Laying the Foundation: Meta-Theories & Theoretical Approaches to  

Studying Development: Baltes; Bronfenbrenner 

  

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 1: Developmental psychology applied to aging. (pp. 9-13; 15-18; 23-25). 

• Baltes, P. (1987). Theoretical propositions of life-span developmental psychology.  

• Bronfenbrenner, U. (1994). Ecological models of human development.  
 

Focus Questions: What are the strengths and weaknesses of the three major metatheories (see 

Mason)? 

 

Class 3   Laying the Foundation: Theoretical Approaches to Studying 

Mon., 4/3  Development - continued: Erikson; Marcia 

 

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 4: Identity development and personality. (pp. 92; 107 - 110). 

• Erikson, E. (1985). Major stages in psychosocial development.  

• Marcia, J. (2002). Identity and psychosocial development in adulthood.  
 

Focus Questions: What are the strengths and weaknesses of stage theory? How does Marcia 

operationalize and expand Erikson’s model? 

 

http://www.northwestern.edu/provost/policies/academic-integrity/index.html
mailto:accessiblenu@northwestern.edu
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Class 4  Finish theoretical perspectives  

Weds., 4/5     

 

Class 5 

Mon., 4/10    Research Designs: Longitudinal & Cross-Sectional 

   

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M. (2011).  Research in-depth: Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, p. 14 

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 1: Developmental psychology applied to aging, (pp. 27-31). 

• Mason, M. (2011). Research Appendix, (pp. 385-395). 

 

Activities: 

• View 56 Up streaming on Canvas: first 45 minutes required; rest is recommended 

• For fun: view The Simpsons’ take-off on 49 Up 

• http://www.watchcartoononline.com/the-simpsons-season-18-episode-13-springfield-up (link on 

Canvas) 

 

Focus Questions: How do we research something as complex as human development? What are 

the strengths and weaknesses of longitudinal research design compared to cross-sectional 

research design? 

 

Hand out Take-home Exam, Part #1 (due 4/17) 

 

Class 6  Personality 

Weds., 4/12 

Required Readings: 

• Mason, Ch. 4:  Identity development and personality. (pp. 110-117). 

• Read about the Life Story Interview at 

http://www.sesp.northwestern.edu/foley/instruments/interview/ 

• Foldes et al. (2008). Group differences in personality: Meta-Analyses comparing five U.S. racial 

groups.   

 

Activity: 

• complete NEO online at http://personality-testing.info/tests/BIG5.php 

• write your life’s chapters plus 1-3 paragraphs describing a high point (see Life Story Interview 

questions) 

 

 

Focus Questions: What is personality? Do people’s personalities change over time? How might 

social identities affect personality? 

 

  

http://www.watchcartoononline.com/the-simpsons-season-18-episode-13-springfield-up
http://www.sesp.northwestern.edu/foley/instruments/interview/
http://personality-testing.info/tests/BIG5.php
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EMERGING ADULTHOOD & YOUNG ADULTHOOD 

 

Class 7   Identity: Erikson; Marcia; Ethnic & Racial Identity; Intersectionality  

Mon., 4/17 

    

Required Readings:  

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 4: Identity development and personality. (pp. 93-97). 

• McDermott & Samson (2005). White racial and ethnic identity in the United States.  

• Scottham, K. et al., (2009). Integrating process with content in understanding African American 

racial identity development.  

• Warner, L. & Shields, S. (2013). The intersections of sexuality, gender, and race: Identity 

research at the crossroads.  

 

Activity: 

• Write a one paragraph summary for each of the articles above (exclude Mason chapter.)  What was 

your take-away from the article? 

 

Focus Questions: How do develop our identity? What is intersectionality? 

 

TAKE HOME EXAM PART 1 DUE 

  

Class 8   Continue Identity 

Weds., 4/19  Emerging Adulthood 

 

Required Readings: 

• Arnett, J., (2000). Emerging adulthood: A Theory of development from the late teens through the 

twenties.  

• Phinney, J. (2006). Ethnic identity exploration in emerging adulthood.  

 

 

Class 9    Erikson: Intimacy 

Mon., 4/24   Emerging Adulthood & Intimacy 

   Friendships, Love and Marriage   

    

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 4: Identity development and personality: Intimacy v. Isolation (pp.97-98). 

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 5: Friendships and love relationships. (pp. 120-137). 

• Cherlin, A. (2004). The Desinstitutionalization of American marriage. 

•     Beyers, W. & Seiffge-Krenke, I., (2010). Does identity precede intimacy? Testing Erikson’s        

theory on romantic development in emerging adults of the 21st century.  

 

Focus Questions: How does establishing a loving relationship help us develop as adults? How do 

gay and lesbian couples navigate a culture that doesn’t always support their intimate 

relationships? How does the concept of marriage differ for different races, ethnicities, and/or 

social classes? How do intimate relationships develop in a culture in which marriage is becoming 

deinstitutionalized? 
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Class 10   

Weds., 4/26  Parenthood 

   Parent Panel (in-class)  

 

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 6: Families, generations, and communities. (pp. 147-152). 

• Umberson et al., (2010). Parenthood, childlessness, and well-being: A life course perspective.  

• Goldberg, A. & Gartrell, N., (2014). LGB-Parent families: The Current state of the research and 

directions for the future.  

• García Coll, C & Pachter, L., (2002). Ethnic and minority parenting.  

 

Activity:  

• Bring in 3 questions (to hand in) on parenthood panel based on today’s readings and personal 

experiences. 

 

Focus Question: How does parenthood affect an adult’s development? How do norms and 

expectations around parenting differ for different sub-cultures, by SES, or by orientation?  

 

 

Recommended activity: Extra credit toward participation  

Review a “coming of age”/identity and intimacy movie that is no older than 2012 and that you 

would recommend for this course.  Most of the “coming of age” films tend to be more about 

adolescents and I’d prefer something more about emerging adults, so take that into consideration.  

It would be great to have something that has some ethnic/SES/gender diversity.  The film doesn’t 

have to be in English as long as there are good subtitles.  Last, the film has to be available on 

Netflix or from the NU library (see http://www.library.northwestern.edu/libraries-

collections/evanston-campus/mitchell-multimedia-center) so it can be uploaded on Canvas.   

 

 

Another opportunity: 

Attend Neugarten memorial lecture: On Monday, May 22nd, Laura Carstensen will be here 

at Northwestern. Laura Carstensen (Stanford University) is a pioneer in the field of life-

span developmental science. She has discovered why people get happier as they age (among 

other things). As the Fairleigh S. Dickinson Jr. Professor in Public Policy, Professor of 

Psychology, and Director of the Stanford Center on Longevity, she embodies 

the multidisciplinary spirit that we in the School of Education and Social Policy 

(SESP) appreciate so much. Here is a link to one of her 

talks: https://www.ted.com/talks/laura_carstensen_older_people_are_happier 

 

Laura Carstensen will give a lecture in honor of Bernice Neugarten on May 22nd at 5pm, at 

the McCormick Foundation Forum, 1870 Campus Drive. 

   

http://www.library.northwestern.edu/libraries-collections/evanston-campus/mitchell-multimedia-center
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/libraries-collections/evanston-campus/mitchell-multimedia-center
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.ted.com_talks_laura-5Fcarstensen-5Folder-5Fpeople-5Fare-5Fhappier&d=CwMFaQ&c=yHlS04HhBraes5BQ9ueu5zKhE7rtNXt_d012z2PA6ws&r=YrWmMygHlDYN6QVe1XA2mJllWXYaMtfoVICWXR_hCA2luTmwPf1VzT5p4e7Au_Dp&m=yTCyyCQOHt9rUDKYbWQ0hN2oZzTTy_6u-Y5o1v3yrqo&s=08wEtR5OpeF69-_w8V4xjyLMwu149O2k64SAlDbtHbs&e=
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MIDDLE ADULTHOOD 

 

Class 11    Midlife Development; Erikson: Generativity 

Mon., 5/1 

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M. Ch. 4: Identity development and personality. (pp. 100-106) 

• Hofer et al., (2008). Concern for generativity and its relation to implicit pro-social motivation, 

generative goals, and satisfaction with life: A Cross-cultural investigation.  

 

Recommended Reading: 

• McAdams, D. & Logan, R., (2004). What is generativity?  

• Jones, B. & McAdams, D., (2013). Becoming generative: Socializing influences recalled in life 

stories in late midlife.  

 

Required Activities: 

• Complete LGS score & bring to class (be sure to read note about scoring on website) 

http://www.sesp.northwestern.edu/foley/instruments/ 

 

Focus Questions: What is generativity? Is it universal? What are some gender, cultural and 

ethnic differences in the expression of generativity?  

 

TAKE HOME EXAM PART 2 DUE 

 

 

Class 12  Work and Career Development  

Weds., 5/3   

 

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M., (2011). Ch. 7: Education, careers, and retirement. (pp. 180-190) 

• Reskin, B. & Bielby, D., (2005). A sociological perspective on gender and career outcomes.  

• Johnson, C & Eby L., (2011). Evaluating career success of African American males: It's what 

you know and who you are that matters.  

 

Required Activity: 

• Complete free version of Self-Directed Search (SDS) at 

http://www.lamission.edu/careercenter/SDS%20Exercise.pdf 

    

Focus Questions: How do people create meaningful careers? What do we make of inequalities in 

career opportunities for women, minorities, and people from working class backgrounds? What 

role should policy play in resolving these disparities? 

 

 

Class 13  Midlife Transitions: Midlife Crisis; Sandwich Generation; 

Mon., 5/8 Empty Nest; Divorce; The Third Age/Guardianship 

 

Required Readings:  

http://www.sesp.northwestern.edu/foley/instruments/
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• Mason, M., (2011). Ch. 4: Friendships and love relationships. (pp. 137-140). (Endings and new 

beginnings); (pp. 102-106). (reprise) 

• Cravy, T. & Mitra, A., (2011). Demographics of the sandwich generation by race and ethnicity in 

the U.S.  

• Mitchell & Lovegreen. (2009). The Empty nest syndrome in midlife families.  

  

Focus Questions: Is there such thing as a “midlife crisis”? How ubiquitous are the main midlife 

transitions?  

 

LATE ADULTHOOD 

   

Class 14  Erikson: Old Age and Ego Integrity 

Weds., 5/10   

 

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M. (2011). Ch. 4: Identity development and personality. (pp. 106-109).  

• Torges, C. et al., (2008). Achieving ego integrity: Personality development in late midlife.  

 

Focus Question: What is “wisdom”? Does wisdom come automatically with age?  

 

 

 

Class 15  FIELD TRIP  Intergenerational Exchange 

Mon., 5/15  Meet at 12:30 PM SHARP at Mather Lifeways 

   450 Davis, Room: Possibilities 2; Evanston  PLEASE BE ON TIME 

 

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M., (2011). Ch. 6: Families, generations, and communities. (pp. 159-170 reprise) 

• Birren, J. & Schroots, J., (2006). Ch. 21: Autobiographical memory and the narrative self over the 

life span. 

 

• Activity: 
• prepare questions for Mather residents on grand-parenting, retirement, moving into new living 

facility, etc. 

 

Class 16  Later Life Transitions: Grandparenthood;   

Weds., 5/17  Retirement; Living Arrangements 

    

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M., (2011). Ch.6: Families, generations, and communities. (pp. 152-170). 

• Mason, M., (2011). Ch. 7: Education, careers, and retirement. (pp. 191-194). 

• Hayslip, B. & Page, K. (2012) Grandparenthood: grandchild and great-grandchild relationships.  

 

Required Activity: 

• Prepare draft protocol (interview questions) for final project.  You will get and give feedback 

from your classmates in class. Turn in an electronic copy to canvas at the end of class.  
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Focus Questions: How is identity affected by life transitions in later adulthood? What are the 

effects of becoming a grandparent? Of retiring? Of changing housing? How do these transitions 

differ for different social identities? 

 

 

MIDLIFE PAPER DUE 

 

 

Class 17   Reminiscence 

Mon., 5/22  Spirituality and Religion 

   

Required Readings: 

• Carstensen, L. & Mikels, J. (2005). At the intersection of emotion and cognition. 

• Mason, M., (2011). Ch. 12: Coping and support in late adulthood. (pp. 325-335). (religion & 

spirituality). 

 

 

Focus Questions: What could mainstream America learn from other cultures and Americans sub-

cultures about the elderly? How could the elderly be better utilized, respected, and integrated into 

society? How do the elderly express religious beliefs? 

 

 

MIDLIFE PAPER DUE 

 

 

Class 18     

Weds., 5/24  Death and Dying  

    

Required Readings: 

• Mason, M., (2011). Ch. 13: Dying, death, and bereavement. (pp. 335-355). 

• Read http://www.Dyingwell.org  

• Hayslip, B. & Peveto, C., (2005). An overview of the death-ethnicity relationship: Kalish and 

Reynolds.  

• Elwert, F. & Christakas, N. (2006). Widowhood and race.   

 

Focus Questions: How do we navigate the end of life? Is it possible to “die well?”  

 

 

 

FINAL PAPER DUE ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 31 AT 12:30PM. Upload your final paper to 

Canvas. (LATE PAPERS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED). 

 

 

RECAP: IMPORTANT DATES and GRADING WEIGHTS 

Exam, part 1    Mon., April 17 part of exam (exam total = 25%) 

http://www.dyingwell.org/
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Emerging adulthood video rec by last day  extra credit  

Parenthood panel questions  Weds., April 26 part of participation 

Exam, part 2    Mon., May 1  part of exam (exam total = 25%) 

Interview protocol draft  Mon., May 15  part of final paper 

Midlife paper     Weds., May 17 25% 

Intergenerational questions   Mon., May 22  part of participation 

Attend Carstensen lecture  Mon., May 22  extra credit 

Final exam/paper   Weds., May 31 40% 

Participation    on-going  10% 
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